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Abstract: High Performance Computing (HPC) and Data Intensive (DI) workloads
have been executed on separate clusters using different tools for resource and application management. With increasing convergence, where modern applications are
composed of both types of jobs in complex workflows, this separation becomes a growing overhead and the need for a common platform increases. Executing both workload
classes on the same clusters not only enables hybrid workflows, but can also increase
system efficiency, as available hardware often is not fully utilized by applications.
While HPC systems are typically managed in a coarse grained fashion, with exclusive
resource allocations, DI systems employ a finer grained regime, enabling dynamic
allocation and control based on application needs. On the path to full convergence, a
useful and less intrusive step is a hybrid resource management system allowing the
execution of DI applications on top of standard HPC scheduling systems. In this paper
we present the architecture of a hybrid system enabling dual-level scheduling for DI
jobs in HPC infrastructures. Our system takes advantage of real-time resource profiling
to efficiently co-schedule HPC and DI applications. The architecture is easily extensible
to current and new types of distributed applications, allowing efficient combination of
hybrid workloads on HPC resources with increased job throughput and higher overall
resource utilization. The implementation is based on the Slurm and Mesos resource
managers for HPC and DI jobs. Experimental evaluations in a real cluster based on a
set of representative HPC and DI applications demonstrate that our hybrid architecture
improves resource utilization by 20%, with 12% decrease on queue makespan while
still meeting all deadlines for HPC jobs.
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1

Introduction

The increasing convergence of High Performance Computing (HPC) and Data Intensive
(DI) applications calls for using a single infrastructure, not only to better utilize the
ever increasing power of computing hardware but also to enable complex workflows,
combining HPC and DI. While traditionally separate infrastructures have been used
for HPC and DI applications, modern systems not only have tremendous compute
power on a single node (e.g. over 40 TFLOPS on Summit, a recent Oak Ridge
Leadership Computing Facility supercomputer system [Hin18]) but also enormous
memory and storage capabilities provided for instance via high bandwidth memory
and local Non-Volatile Random Access Memory (NVRAM) storage, making them
efficient tools for both types of workloads. Still, the usage models and software stacks
for these applications are very different. While HPC applications are long-running
jobs, parallelized with tools like MPI or OpenMP, with static resource allocations
and an a-priori determined lifespan, DI applications exploit models like MapReduce
[DG08] and make use of frameworks such as Hadoop [Whi12] and Spark [Zah+10],
which require dynamic resource allocations to adapt to changing compute requirements
and also changes in hardware availability, making them adaptive jobs [Pra+15], also
known as reactive applications. However, HPC resource managers like Slurm [YJG03]
or Torque [Sta06] assign resources to jobs based on what has been specified in their
requests. Jobs can typically only change their allocations by cancelling and resubmitting
to the queue and not adjust during runtime [Reu+18]. On the other hand, DI schedulers,
like YARN or Mesos [Vav+13; Hin+11] are designed to provide low-latency, dynamic
allocations [Jha+14]. Hence, there is a need for convergence of these resource allocation
models to fully support hybrid application workflows. This convergence will not only
enable DI applications on HPC systems but is also needed for the evolution of traditional
HPC applications that are increasingly employing complex workflows, in-situ data
processing, and dynamic restructuring, e.g. mesh refinement. These characteristics
make HPC jobs structurally similar to DI jobs [AW17; Tiw+13; Reu+16; Reu+18;
Com+16a; Ber17].
Furthermore, also at runtime much care needs to be taken when co-scheduling
HPC and DI applications [Bre+12]. HPC applications typically do not fully utilize
all the resources allocated to them, and this is likely to get worse with the increased
performance of compute nodes like the ones mentioned above. These characteristics
offer the potential to allocate underutilized resources to other applications, for instance,
DI jobs [Mer+17]. Furthermore, HPC applications are typically very sensitive to
disturbance in resource usage, such as CPU, memory, network bandwidth and/or Disk
Input/Output (I/O) operations [Bha+13]. Hence, naively co-scheduling HPC and DI
applications on shared resources will inevitably reduce the efficiency of HPC jobs.
Fortunately, HPC applications have a repeating nature, where the same application is
typically executed many times with different input data, with predictable resource usage
patterns (e.g., CPU, memory, I/O, network) based on monitoring and profiling. This
information can be analyzed through statistical learning techniques, enabling policies
aimed at improving queue throughput and resource utilization [Eme+13; RS00] with
controlled performance impacts to applications. Figure 1 shows such a typical HPC
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Figure 1: Typical Resource Management in a HPC cluster. Space sharing: Jobs with
different (resource) characteristics are queued and allocated resources (compute nodes
in the infrastructure) when they become free.
resource manager and monitoring system: (colored) jobs are queued, and requested
resources allocated in the compute nodes by the scheduler (big red and green parallel
rectangles in the infrastructure). During job execution, resources’ capacity utilization
and idleness can be monitored and profiled (white areas within compute nodes).
In this paper we present an architecture for co-scheduling HPC and DI application
based on resource profile and usage predictions for dynamic throttling of DI applications. Integrating more dynamic features into existing HPC schedulers like Slurm
is however an intrusive task, and experimental schedulers are difficult to deploy on
production HPC systems. We thus adopt a hybrid approach, where HPC applications
are still scheduled using a standard HPC scheduler, but co-scheduling of DI applications
is done through Mesos. DI jobs scheduling is based on resource usage estimates and
DI jobs are dynamically throttled when they interfere with HPC applications. With this,
we increase overall resource usage and efficiency as well as provide a path for building
complex workflows that combines HPC and DI components.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses notable
past references on scheduling and resource management in HPC infrastructures, and
what changes would be needed to extend them. Section 3 describes our approach in

detail. Results and discussion follow in Sections 4 and 5. Conclusions and future work
go on Section 6.

2

Background & Related Work

HPC clusters are managed by resource managers like Slurm [YJG03] and Torque
[Sta06], which commonly require users to describe jobs by the total run time (also
called deadline) of the allocation and a geometry (i.e., number of CPUs, threads per
core, total memory, specific accelerators and/or network bandwidth/topology). Jobs can
finish sooner than the specified run time limits, but more importantly, can utilize less
than the total resource capacity allocated. The resource allocation to jobs is commonly
at the granularity of a node. Some resource managers allow nodes to be shared between
jobs, although this feature is often not enabled by default. Having resource allocation
granularity set to node level guarantees predictable performance (capacity), which is
needed for various purposes like cache optimization, debugging, and is thus important
during application development and testing. Usually, users cannot request additional
resources other than the ones already allocated at job launch [Amv+17], even though
many libraries vow in this direction [Com+16b]. Job categories describe what can
happen to a job’s resource geometry throughout its life-cycle. Historically, HPC jobs
have been categorized in four types: rigid, moldable, malleable, and evolving [FR96].
With large data processing needs becoming a norm both in industry and in scientific
communities, a fifth class has appeared: adaptive jobs [Pra+15]. These jobs are
characterized by handling large amounts of data, being highly dynamic and adaptable
to resource changes, faults, and by being very data-intensive [Pra+15; Reu+18]. Thus,
they are also referred to as Data Intensive (DI) jobs/applications.
Large parts of HPC datacenters are reserved to rigid and long running workflows
[Amv+17; Reu+18] that require predictable reservations, where users specify resource
constraints in very detailed manner before job submission. HPC jobs come with several
constraints as they are tightly coupled in nature, requiring periodical message passing,
synchronization barriers [Val90], and checkpointing for fault-tolerance [Wan+10].
These datacenters use a centralized scheduling and queueing system (Figure 1), and
jobs do not have the same latency requirements as DI jobs [Pra+15], with longer
waiting-times reported [Amv+17].

2.1

Dynamic Resource Managers

Resource assignment can be a challenging task in clusters with heterogeneous resources,
where compute nodes with different configurations and architectures are used. For
heterogeneous environments, dynamic resource managers are used as they are able
to cope with variations and faults within the infrastructure [Reu+18]. In traditional
HPC resource managers, allocation is the assignment of resources to execute a job.
This means the request description is what the resource manager will allocate to the
job. This is the common Service Level Agreement (SLA) that most HPC clusters
support. Collocation (also known as co-scheduling) is a common technique to increase

resource utilization in clusters, though operators are reluctant to use this due to the
potential performance interference caused by node sharing, known as SLA violations.
For instance, to mediate performance interference Paragon [DK13] uses classification
to weight the impact of different resources for each job, and uses this knowledge to
select candidates for collocating jobs. On-line models are also used to detect and
avoid performance interference [NK10; Yan+13], or to take actions such as throttling
low-priority jobs to mend the interference [Zha+13]. Off-line models can be used
as well [Sha+13], but do not help at runtime. Other resource managers like Mesos
[Hin+11], Torque, Omega and Kubernetes [Sch+13] expect workloads to request
resource reservations. Mesos, for instance, processes resource requests and, based
on availability and fairness, makes resource offers to individual frameworks (e.g.,
Hadoop), which can accept or reject offers depending on application requirements.
Mesos simplifies heterogeneity by behaving like a meta-scheduler, with conceptual
abstractions for CPU, memory and other resources, which are taken away from physical
nodes and managed by Mesos. This enables a set of new capabilities like isolation,
elasticity and fault-tolerance for distributed applications [Reu+18].
With finer granularity in task allocation, one can expect higher resource utilization
[Zha+13; Reu+18], but in large clusters this can have negative impacts due to the
lower resource fragmentation. Thus, a method for enforcing resource isolation among
jobs is essential [Zha+13; Bur+16]. Although HPC resource managers like Slurm
can allocate resources using finer granularities, they do not provide the necessary
application programming interface (API) and capabilities for application elasticity at
runtime, nor mechanisms for controlling and enforcing isolation between jobs and
tasks [Hin+09]. The main difference between dynamic (Mesos or Yarn [Vav+13]) and
static resource managers (Slurm or Torque) is this extra API providing fault-tolerance,
execution and resource control at runtime [Reu+18]. For example, Mesos provides
APIs that use cgroups [Men07] as its underlying resource isolation mechanism. In
Linux, cgroups is one of the most available and robust fine grained operating system
controls that make sure processes, encapsulated as containers (namespaces), do not
consume more of the resource capacity (e.g. CPU, memory, I/O and/or network) than
what has been assigned to them. These capabilities are important for load-balancing
and stream-processing that rely on task migration and/or resource allocation changes
during runtime [Hin+09].

2.2

Hybrid Resource Manager Challenges

In particular for large scale HPC clusters, having a hybrid resource manager combining
static and dynamic management has a number of advantages, as well as challenges.
First, HPC applications tend to have higher resource utilization than cloud computing
applications [Amv+17], which requires any combined management solution to be
scalable in the number of utilized resources. Secondly, as DI applications require
low-latency scheduling, the scheduling needs to be performed quickly and in real-time
to make resources available. Tools presented in [Eva+14] and [Pal+15] allow users
to analyze and optimize their applications, though they do not enable the integration
of collected information for real-time scheduling and resource control. Lastly, the

resource manager should be able to handle various criteria in parallel. For instance,
resource allocation must be performed in a manner that also considers isolation and
interference mitigation. Large scale HPC clusters on their way to Exascale computing
are going to grow in both resource size and heterogeneity. In addition, DI applications
are becoming more recurrent, complex and diverse[Ous+13]. To address these diversity
of requirements, dynamic resource managers provide a number of APIs for elasticity,
migration and fault-tolerance [Reu+18]. However, the common practice in HPC clusters
is to statically allocate resources to jobs, which means that at runtime a job cannot
request for changes in its allocation nor the resource manager can change an allocation
without ending a job’s execution.
Predicting system utilization of parallel jobs have been studied extensively [NK10;
Mar+11; DK14; Yan+13; BTG13], but adding certainty (for example, confidence intervals) to these predictions have not been prevalent. One of the main focuses of our design
is to enable a resource manager to take decisions with confidence. The confidence
can be used to lower occurrences of false positives (incorrect collocations resulting
in notable performance interference) while sharing resources, which is essential as
performance is to be prioritized to HPC applications. Furthermore, any combination of
static and dynamic resource managers must be simple and scalable, and must detect and
gracefully deal with interference. In here, we propose, evaluate and discuss the design
of a non-intrusive hybrid architecture combining traditional HPC scheduling with the
advantages of more dynamic approaches taken by DI schedulers. The goal is to improve
DI application scheduling, overall datacenter resource usage, queue waiting time, and
queue makespan by deriving spare resources from traditional HPC job allocations using
data analytics techniques. In here, resource usage refers to how efficiently the capacity
of the allocated resources are actually used by the application. Queue waiting time and
makespan respectively relate to how long a job waits until it starts executing and how
long the batch processing system (e.g., Slurm) takes to complete a given set of jobs in a
queue instance. Significant amount of research has been done on resource management
in distributed systems with focus on requirements of HPC or DI applications. The
main agenda of this work is to utilize HPC infrastructures for DI applications with their
contradictory SLAs versus the common approach HPC resource managers have toward
running and managing jobs. In the following we structure various main points which
enable us to design our proposed architecture.

3

Architecture

In this section we describe the design of our hybrid architecture. Our aim is to
collocate HPC and DI jobs in order to increase overall cluster utilization, with controlled
performance overheads for HPC jobs. As discussed in previous sections, to achieve
full convergence and considerable performance for HPC and DI jobs, intrusive changes
in current HPC infrastructures would be needed. However, in here we present a
hybrid, non-intrusive approach focused on two resource managers: Slurm and Mesos.
Mesos is chosen as it is non-intrusive and can be set and executed by regular users.
In contrast, incorporating the very popular Kubernetes [Sch+13] resource manager

in a HPC cluster would require administrator privileges. Figure 2 shows the main
components of our hybrid plugin architecture and exemplifies the overall job lifecycle of a queue managed by Slurm. In the Job Queue, full colored squares represent
traditional HPC jobs and squares with a full triangle inside denote DI jobs. These
jobs could possibly be tagged by users during job submission or submitted to special
queues. The blue arrows, originating from the first job and ordered from top to bottom,
show each step taken throughout a job’s life-cycle, from submission to spare resource
inferring in the Insight Engine (see next sub-section). Unlike in the traditional HPC
scheduling scenario (Figure 1), DI applications are sent to application-dependant queues
managed by specific frameworks inside Mesos. Specific job allocations are coloured
according to the job’s color (Blue and green boxes in the Infrastructure layer). By
default, a Slurm daemon (SLURMD) runs in each node. In addition, our architecture
spawns additional daemons (Mesos agents) on each node for communication with
Mesos. Current resource utilization in each node is exemplified by the arrows in the
squares and rectangles, which represent estimations for CPU core and memory usage,
respectively.
Mesos performs resource management and scheduling across an entire datacenter
and handles all communications with application schedulers through an API. This API
enables scheduling frameworks to monitor and execute tasks spawned by applications.
A framework in Mesos is the implementation of a scheduler tailored specifically to an
application-type (e.g. Spark or Storm). In Figure 2, frameworks are represented by
rectangles on top of the Mesos Master (MapReduce and DataFlow schedulers). Mesos
monitors task states (RUN, COMPLETE, FAIL, etc.) to handle problems such as
application crashes, misbehaviours, or unresponsiveness. For each case the frameworks
can trigger specific actions, e.g., restarting or migrating a failed task to another node
by communicating with the master. This model and the associated runtime system
enable applications with enhancements such as fault-tolerance, resource isolation, and
performance control.

3.1

Insight Engine

The overall application performance profile is bootstrapped by the Insight Engine (IE,
far left box inside the Hybrid Plugin in Figure 2). The IE infers spare resources through
statistical analysis and its internal process is depicted in Figure 3 and Algorithm 1 (see
next subsection). The IE calculates and generates a cluster-wide resource capacity
view, with a database (not shown) from where jobs’ resource utilization is shared with
Mesos through its Allocator Module. Spare resources are periodically calculated by
the IE and registered with the Allocator Module. Such resources can be offered to the
frameworks via the Master to allow applications to start execution. The default way for
Mesos to allocate resources to frameworks is based on the Dominant Resource Fairness
(DRF) algorithm [Gho+11; Hin+11]. In essence, Mesos frameworks receive offers
from the scheduler and then decide if they suit their specific applications resource needs.
This model has been shown to cause starvation, but Mesos mitigates this problem by
supporting weighted DRF among frameworks [PPS15].
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Figure 2: Hybrid Architecture with job queue and outline of the job submission
life-cycle. Blue arrows show job allocation and profile, with the Insight Engine
inferring spare resources that later that can be offered to application-specific schedulers
(MapReduce/DataFlow) sitting on top of the Master. Spare resources (in the green
allocation) are pending.
The profiling process starts after a set of nodes are allocated to a HPC job submitted
through Slurm (”Job Queue” in Figure 2). The moment the job tasks start execution, a
profiler starts collecting the selected performance counters (performed through Slurm
Prolog scripts). Performance counters are CPU hardware registers that count events
such as CPU utilization, CPI (cycles per instruction), cache-misses, or branch misspredictions. These metrics form a basis for profiling applications to trace dynamic
control flow and identify any hot spots. The metrics are sent from allocated nodes to
the IE, which then estimates resource utilization within the corresponding (tunable)
confidence intervals. Extensive collection of performance counters can negatively
impact a job’s performance. We thus choose to use per f [Mel09] for instrumenting
CPU performance counters as it has a very lightweight profile footprint [Wea13]. Perf
is also included in the Linux kernel and is frequently updated and enhanced.

In order to infer free resources and potential task interference, the IE needs to analyze data from all running tasks and cluster nodes, potentially a very large dataset. The
IE deals with the volume of data by using the Bags of Little Bootstraps method[Kle+12]
which provides the results in a limited time. Using BLB, the IE can look into significantly smaller portion of performance data while providing results within a preset
time constraint. BLB also provides a simple and robust method of assessing the quality
of estimations during operations. We thus use a scalable version of bootstrapping
for time series to enable the resource manager’s scheduler to create resource usage
estimations in a scalable and robust manner. BLB works by averaging the results of
Data: Performance Counter Traces
Result: Node i’s Utilization Estimates with Confidence
Ri ← per f ;
. data stream from node i
while triggered do
k←1
i
while ξi∗ < ξcon
f idence do
∗
S ← s disjoint samples from Ri of size b
for each j ← 1 to s do
for l ← 1 to k do
Nbj ← Resample S∗ , n times (= |Ri |)
P∗l ← n−1 ∑ba=1 Naj δRi ,a ; . Empirical distribution
for each N j
θl∗ ← θ (P∗l ) ;
. Mean of P∗l
end
. Empirical mean
Q∗k, j ← k−1 ∑kl=1 δθl∗ ;
∗
∗
ξi ← ξ (Qk, j ) ;
. Empirical confidence
end
k ← k+1
end
Qi ← s−1 ∑sj=1 Q∗k, j
ξ i ← s−1 ∑sj=1 ξ j∗
return(Qi , ξ i )
end
Algorithm 1: Upon invocation, the IE runs BLB for each node i to create the
needed resource estimates for the selected job and returns the results: Qi , for mean
resource usage, and ξ i , for the confidence interval. These values are used for
the job’s soft (Qi ) and hard limits (Qi + ξ i ) for each collected (resource) metric,
respectively.
bootstrapping multiple disjoint subsets of a large dataset of size n. Broadly speaking,
BLB uniformly samples s considerable small (of size b; such that b < n) subsets from
the dataset. BLB creates an empirical (δR ) distribution for each subset s, and a mean
and confidence are estimated in the manner of classic bootstraping: BLB repeatedly

resamples (k times) n points (independent and identically distributed, i.i.d.) and creates
a distribution associated to each subset term ( j), averaging their mean values. From
each associated empirical distribution, it computes the mean, and approximates the
confidence by averaging all confidences from every Q∗j . Algorithm 1 basically looks
into a data stream of performance counters for the selected node i, and then creates
its samples with replacement by sampling a growing dataset of 1 minute intervals in
a time series. This method is repeated until node i’s mean confidence (ξi∗ ) is below
i
a preset threshold (ξcon
f idence ), associated with node i. Perfect time estimates are not
required, but reasonable approximations are valuable for resource managers as one
of their aim is to improve overall (datacenter) utilization. With the goal of having
minimal computational overhead on the local machine, performance counters are sent
to the Mesos Master, located outside the scope of the job’s resource allocation, and the
statistics calculated are limited to the mean and standard deviation for each metric. For
the purpose of simplicity, in this paper we only focus on CPU utilization, represented
as the cpu-clock counter in perf. As shown in Algorithm 1, we calculate the uncertainty
of these measurements for window size W until we reach a confidence of ξcon f idence, j ,
empirically chosen as 80% for all nodes, based on our HPC use-cases (see Section 4).
i
Note that ξcon
f idence confidence could be set on a per node basis as well, although we
do not analyze this feature in here.
Note that the gathered data from each node could be combined with a Gaussian
distribution, which would enable the IE to estimate utilization’s mean and standard
deviation (confidence) for the whole job. This latter information can be used for
planning job co-scheduling. The balance between the sample rate, the number of
re-sampling, and the predefined confidence target can define the latency with which
BLB provides the new estimates in each job. In the end we get the estimations from
only small portion of the whole node’s dataset [Kle+12], which saves computations,
storage, network communication, and reaction time (when a job changes resource
usage behaviour). More importantly, the whole pipeline of creating the insight (both
estimation and confidence) are scalable by design. We should also consider that for the
performance data we can set a retention time in which samples will be taken from. Any
job running in the cluster can change its behavior during execution and the retention
time can be used to reduce false assumptions about the current state of the job. In this
work we empirically set the best confidence that works for all the test applications (0.8
in Algorithm 1), and keep that as a constant value for each job’s node j. For future work
we consider using other means to set the best confidence, ideally in a per application
basis. This confidence can have direct impacts on false positives (interference).
Advantages of this design include that the central IE is lightweight as the main
part of decision process is distributed. More importantly, even though HPC jobs are
expected to be load-balanced across nodes, some jobs may not or different tasks of the
same job can have different resource usage patterns. In this case, Algorithm 1 reports
different resource utilization (as mean and confidence) for each node. The confidence
is used to show when the measures are going to be useful for the resource manager to
collocate and control DI jobs resource shares. In essence, when Algorithm 1 reaches
80 percent confidence it updates the values to Mesos master with one caveat - each

Figure 3: From model’s estimation to cgroup limits: For each node of a job we use the
confidence set as the standard deviation added to the mean utilization. Statistically this
number defines the expected range for the node utilization.
local node defines hard and soft resource limits for DI jobs based on the the mean and
confidence interval. These limits are enforced using cgroups (see Subsection 3.B).
3.1.1

Confidence

The Hybrid Resource Manager needs to have confident knowledge of its long running
jobs resource utilization. By using BLB, the IE creates a distribution for the job’s
various metrics (performance counters) with the added benefit of a confidence score
for this estimate (we assume the distribution to be Gaussian). We use the confidence
to determine if the expectation of a job’s behavior (e.g. in form of an estimation) is
stable enough to be usable, but also to reduce occurrences of false positives. As our
hybrid approach targets the HPC domain, the resource manager has a priority of not
disturbing the execution of HPC jobs. Here, the confidence helps in cases where HPC
jobs’ resource utilization sporadically changes. Another usage for the confidence is to
identify when the classification of a job (e.g. CPU, memory, I/O, or network bounded)
changes, or put it another way, to analyze when the spectrum of job’s utilization as we
expect it to be, changes (Figure 3).
3.1.2

Scalability

Another important aspect of HPC management relates to how scalable the IE model is.
In large HPC clusters, massive amounts of data can by produced by a single job, by for
instance, increasing or decreasing the frequency of gathered performance counters. A
HPC job generally produces a correlated stream of data between its allocated nodes
due to load-balacing, a desired quality that reduces time to complete, although due to
sharing this not always hold. BLB helps with reducing the amount of data that needs
to be read by the IE model. In here we do not assume that HPC applications have
correlated resource utilization among allocated nodes.Another source of scalability is
in the variations in expectations. We expect models to become more stable (higher

confidence) over a period of time. In case of false positives which can be a result
of interference, or just an interval model update, the IE can be updated based on the
current performance data. But unless the job erratically changes its behavior we would
not expect these updates to happen very often, and even they do occur, they only make
the model’s expectation less confident. This in term leads to the IE not collocating any
other jobs in the affected nodes.
3.1.3

Real-Time Decisions

As shown in Algorithm 1, the first sampling without replacement is being done based
on number of tasks of a job (Commonly, number of allocated nodes to the job). The
algorithm performs the next step of iterative estimations until a certain confidence is
reached. This method can be altered by setting a time limit to terminate the iteration.
This approach is normally robust and could be run periodically, but at times outliers
may occur as the job changes its behavior sporadically. More importantly, DI jobs can
be reactive and Algorithm 1 may be restarted reactively (on-demand). The key point
is that Algorithm 1 is bounded by either confidence or time limits, while still being
scalable.

3.2

Sharing & Isolation: Job Throttler

There are various ways to enforce isolation between collocated jobs in the same node.
One is through the operating system’s (OS) scheduler, which may not provide enough
guarantees for memory operations due to the impacts of context switches in the Last
Level Cache (LLC) [Zha+13]. Another way is by using a monitoring agent on the
nodes where jobs are running, which is a very promising approach [Sch+13; Zha+13],
however it works only on specific architectures and the resource manager would need
to be aware of different hardware. Linux Cgroups [Men07] isolation is one of the
most robust ways to ensure that processes do not consume more resources than what
has been assigned to them. The LLC problem can be addressed by cgroups in some
processors, a solution already deployed in some datacenters [Her+16]. The main issue
with cgroups is that within the context of a container the task might not use all the
resources. We address this by use of both hard and soft limits in cgroup, which to date
is not yet a well-established feature.
Job throttling aims at reducing CPU access to applications at the cost of computational performance. Mesos uses cgroups to provide resource isolation for CPU,
memory, I/O and network bandwidth. Resources received by Mesos frameworks to
execute applications are controlled by the Allocator Module through Mesos APIs.
Although all isolation mechanisms are provided by Mesos, performance interference
due to hardware space-sharing among different applications can still occur and impact
collocated jobs negatively. It is well know that frequently collecting hardware metrics
can have negative impacts on the workload. For the purpose of our approach, we
use CPU utilization (cpu-clock in perf metrics) together with our algorithm to detect
variations in higher priority, HPC workloads. Other ways to achieve this is to collect
information directly from within the application (e.g. throughput or latency overtime),

but this would require changes to runtime systems and libraries, which reduces the
potential for adoption of the solution.

4

Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate our proposed architecture with respect to performance,
resource utilization, and queue throughput for different applications with different
resource usage profiles and scenarios. In order to demonstrate the feasibility of our
hybrid approach, we first run two HPC applications and compare isolated runs with
statically and dynamically controlled scenarios. We then use a workload model to
generate a job trace derived from the Argonne National Laboratory supercomputer.
The generator was taken from the Parallel Archive Workload [FTK14]. This is a
comprehensive and realistic model for generating streams of rigid jobs with variable
geometries following a given cluster’s size [CB01]. The same model is used for
three different cluster sizes, measured in number of cores: 128, 256, and 512 cores.
Time allocations were granted for the hour/half-hour depending on the applications’
execution times when running in isolation (no node sharing). For instance, if an
HPC job takes 39 minutes to complete, the job is submitted as if the user requested
1 hour. We evaluated the impact of our approach in a private and dedicated cluster,
hosted at RISE SICS North Infrastructure and Cloud datacenter research Environment
(ICE)1 . The cluster is composed of 16 Open Compute Windmill compute nodes, each
containing two 16 Intel Xeon E5-2660 CPU-cores (2.2 GHz), with 144 GB DDR4
memory (2133 MHz). All nodes are connected with a 10 Gb/s Ethernet network.
The shared filesystem used during workload executions is a NFS v4.2, connected
through Remote Direct Access Memory over Converged Network (RoCE), with peak
performance of approximately 10 Gb/s. The cluster runs Ubuntu Bionic Beaver (18.04),
and is managed by Slurm (17.02).

4.1

Applications

We selected five workflows as use-cases, four real ones (NEK5000, Montage, BLAST
and Statistics), and one synthetic. For our evaluation, NEK5000, Montage, and BLAST
are examples of HPC jobs (scientific workflows), and Statistics and Synthetic are
examples of DI jobs. Scientific workflows describe applications’ resource requirements
in each part of the execution (called stage). Stages can be parallel or sequential. In
parallel stages, all available cores are used, not necessarily in its maximum capacity.
In sequential stages, only one of available cores are used, often at maximum capacity,
whereas all other available cores idle. This property makes workflows a suitable candidate for collocation with DI jobs.
NEK5000 [Fis+08] is a fluid dynamics application. It solves the unsteady incompressible two-dimensional, asymmetric, or three-dimensional Stokes or Navier-Stokes
1 https://ice.sics.se/

[Pat84] equations with forced or natural convection heat transfer in both stationary (fixed) or time-dependent geometry. NEK5000 is memory and cache-optimized
and thus very CPU, as well as network intensive when scaling it (i.e., adding more
nodes/resources). All runs use workloads from the standard examples that come with
NEK5000.
Montage [18] is an I/O intensive workload that constructs a JPEG image from sky
survey data formatted as Flexible Image Transport System (FITS) files. Montage is
composed of nine stages logically grouped into parallel and sequential stages. All
experimental runs of Montage construct the image for survey M17 on band j and
degree 8.0 from 2mass Atlas images.
BLAST [Alt+97] is a CPU-intensive workflow that matches DNA sequences against a
large sequence database ( > 6 GB). The workflow splits an input file (of few KBs) into
several small files and then uses parallel tasks to compare the input against the large
sequence database. The database is loaded in-memory on all compute nodes during the
parallel stage. Finally, all the outputs from the parallel stage are merged into a single
file. BLAST is composed of two main stages: one parallel and one sequential.
Statistics is an I/O intensive application that calculates various statistical metrics
(mean, median, average, standard deviation, variance, etc.) from a big dataset with
measurements of electric power consumption in one household with a one-minute
sampling rate over a period of almost 4 years. Different electrical quantities and some
sub-metering values are available in a public dataset [KJ11]. The statistics workflow is
composed mainly of a small sequential stage and a big parallel stage, consuming most
of the processing due to communication among the parallel tasks.
Synthetic workflow is composed of basic sequence and a parallel stages, written
in Python. This is memory and CPU intensive application, where the memory intensive
part consists of tasks that perform a large number of memory allocations for over one
billion integers, prior to a CPU intensive part that calculates the values of their sum
and multiplication. The first stage contains one billion tasks, calculating the sum in
sequence, whereas the second parallel stage contains five million tasks, calculating the
multiplication in parallel.
The workload model is used to generate 16, 28 and 41 job arrivals respectively for
each cluster size: 128, 256 and 512 cores. From these, 52% of the jobs (52) are set as
HPC jobs and 33 as DI jobs. HPC jobs run Montage and NEK5000 with 32, 64 and
128 cores (maximum scale), as well as BLAST with 32, 64, 128, 256, and 512 cores.
The core allocation for DI jobs varies as 32 to 128 cores for Statistics and 32 to 512
cores for Synthetic.

4.2

Scenarios

We first describe an isolated experiment illustrating the performance isolation and
enforcement capabilities of our approach. This experiment was performed on a single

node with only two applications, Montage and BLAST, where Montage was given
higher priority than BLAST. The number of cores used by each application was either
8, 16, or 32 each (three scenarios in total). We begin by running each application
in isolation to establish a baseline, and later collocate the two applications, either
with no resource sharing control, a static sharing by cgroups (different percentages of
cgroup.cpu quota allocated to Montage and BLAST), or an active sharing approach.
For the latter, we compare our BLB method (Algorithm 1) with two simple methods, a
parallel freezer that halts the lower priority application as long as the high priority one
is using all its cores, and a random freezer that halts the lower priority application for a
random amount of time whenever the high priority application is using all its cores.
We later validate our results against running the same workload generated by the
model in three different scenarios: (i) vanilla Slurm, (ii) collocated Slurm, and (iii)
with our hybrid architecture. In (i), applications are submitted as separated jobs, with
default backfilling scheduling algorithm used by Slurm, where the granularity is at
the node level. In scenario (ii), jobs are submitted as separated jobs just as in the
previous case, with a virtual cluster composed of the physical nodes. This virtual
cluster is managed by an additional DI queue, and its resource granularity/affinity is
set at the core level (CR Core Slurm setting), so nodes can be shared among jobs, with
a maximum of two jobs per consumable resource (node). In scenario (ii), no two HPC
jobs are collocated. In scenario (iii), our hybrid approach, a similar resource sharing
occurs, but our plugin controls how resources are shared among HPC and DI jobs. As
explained in the previous section (Section 3), DI jobs do not go into the normal Slurm
priority queue. Instead, they are sent to Mesos queue and the application scheduler
(Mesos framework) takes care of allocating and monitoring resources given to the tasks.
In order to avoid DI job starvation, a minimum of 5% of every resource in the cluster is
given to Mesos. This means that if collocated with a HPC job, DI jobs will be able to
use at least 5% of the processing power available in the node. After collocation, the
IE estimates and updates resource limits (using Algorithm 1), which keeps running
in real-time during all experiments. These estimations are then used to control and
enforce the resource shares for each job, where the priority are the HPC applications.
For each scenario, we collect the following metrics:
1. total queue latency, which is the time taken to complete the execution of all
queued jobs;
2. CPU utilization over time for each node managed by the job queue;
3. total execution time (wall clock) for each submitted job.
These metrics can be collected from Slurm logs, and/or obtained using the perf
tool. Notably, the use of perf does not seem to cause any impact on the workload, as it
is already loaded directly into the Linux kernel.

4.3

Results

Starting with our isolated experiment, Figure 4 shows a heatmap with execution times
for each application, normalized against the scenario where the applications execute
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Figure 4: (Normalized, 1st column) Heatmap showing how different resource controllers (Cgroups 95-05 80-20 and 05-95, random and parallel freezer, and BLB) affect
total run times for Montage and BLAST as scale increases (# allocated cores). Each
column represents how resource shares (in terms of execution time normalized against
the isolated case) were distributed among higher (Montage) priority and lower (BLAST)
priority jobs. The last three columns represent specific controllers where application
structure is taken into consideration. The larger the numerical value, the longer the
application takes to complete.
in isolation. As shown in this figure, the no-control policy gives good performance,
but does not preserve application priorities. The static policies (95-5, 80-20, and 5-95)
give good results for the prioritized application (Montage), but are inflexible and add
overhead to the lower priority jobs (BLAST) or vice versa for 5-95, in particular when
more cores are used. The parallel and random freezers protect the performance of
the high priority application (Montage) well, but yield very poor performance for the
low priority one (BLAST). Our BLB method achieves good performance for Montage,
reasonable good for BLAST, and achieves stable results for varying number of cores.
Based on these observations, we next study the performance of our proposed method
for larger cluster sizes. Henceforth, Slurm (vanilla) corresponds to the isolated case,
Slurm (collocated) to the no-control scenario, and Hybrid to our BLB method.
Tables 1 and 2 summarize the results for the generated workload model. In the
cluster experiments, Slurm’s default queue (Vanilla) is used as a baseline for the other
queues, as jobs do not share the node and are submitted and scheduled as done by
default in Slurm. In Table 1 the average waiting time is reduced with 42% for our
hybrid approach compared to vanilla Slurm, and the average walltime increased by
9%, both due to the resource sharing. In comparison, collocated slurm reduces average
waiting time with 52%, but suffers an 162% increase in average walltime that leads to
many jobs being killed as the overrun their allocations, which is further explained in
Table 2. This table shows the queues makespan, job throughput, CPU utilization, and

Table 1: Summary for five different workloads (a mix of BLAST, Montage, NEK5000,
Statistics, and Synthetic)
Application

Number
of Cores

Average
Waiting Time
Slurm (Vanilla)

Average
Waiting Time
Slurm (Collocated)

Average
Waiting Time
Hybrid Architecture

Average
Walltime
Slurm (Vanilla)

Average
Walltime
Slurm (Collocated)

Average
Walltime
Hybrid Architecture

Montage
BLAST
NEK5000
Statistics
Synthetic

[32 - 128]
[32 - 512]
[32 - 128]
[32 - 128]
[32 - 512]

3569 s
3985 s
4235 s
2441 s
3382 s

1850 s
1075 s
3081 s
1092 s
1396 s

2011 s
2321 s
3387 s
1011 s
1450 s

1331 s
2833 s
2877 s
1539 s
723 s

3783 s
3683 s
13005 s
1711 s
955 s

1560 s
3400 s
3061 s
1623 s
893 s

Average

250

3522 s

1699 s

2036 s

1861 s

4627 s

2107 s

Table 2: Average queues makespan, throughput (# jobs/total makespan(s)) and missed
deadlines for each allocation approach.
Queue
Slurm
(Vanilla)
Slurm
(Collocated)
Hybrid
Architecture

Total Workload
Makespan
(s)

Job Throughput
(#Jobs/time[s])

CPU
Utilization
(%)

Missed
Deadlines
(%)

12972

4.2 ∗ 10−4

69

0

21652

4.5 ∗ 10−4

90

43

11380

1.2 ∗ 10−3

84

0

missed deadlines, with the best result(s) for each category highlighted in bold text. Here
it can be seen that compared to vanilla Slurm, our approach reduces the makespan with
12% and improves utilization from 69% to 84%, while still meeting all job deadlines.
In contrast, the collocated Slurm achieves an impressive resource utilization of 90%,
but at the expense of a very long makespan (67% longer than vanilla) and thus poor
application performance with 43% of jobs missing deadlines. This illustrates how our
approach provides a controlled way to increase datacenter utilization without affecting
job performance.
Figure 5 illustrate that that these performance numbers are stable also for different
cluster sizes. When we increase the total number of cores in the cluster from 128 to 256
and later to 512, with the number of jobs and/or cores per job increasing accordingly,
we observe only minor variations in the makespan and resource utilization for all
methods. Most importantly, the observation that our hybrid approach achieves a shorter
makespan than vanilla Slurm, with much higher resource utilization, holds for all
studied cluster sizes. The cost for guaranteeing the best performance possible can be
seen in the average (queue) waiting time for Slurm: one either sacrifices utilization for
performance (Vanilla in Table 1), or performance for utilization (Collocated in Table 1).
As Slurm does not come with an user-level scheduler for controlling how processes
can be scheduled by the OS, datacenter operators often go for a common denominator
for what satisfies most users. In contrast, our approach provides a trade-off between
utilization and performance, where we actively profile and control resource usage
according to the variations in workload.

Figure 5: Total (average) queue makespan (left) and average cluster utilization (right)
for each cluster size, approach, and workload mix.

5

Discussion

The experimental results highlight the advantages of the proposed hybrid architecture.
By constantly adapting to current workload resource utilization (CPU), the proposed
approach improves resource utilization over other configurations (Vanilla and Collocated) by at least 15% (from 69% to 84%), with negligible performance overheads
in terms of longer wall clock times, and no missed deadlines. Integrating two different resource managers in the same cluster, with different objectives and isolation
guarantees is a difficult problem. From an administrator’s perspective, the idea of
allowing multiple distributed applications independently developed and having their
own scheduling policies and requirements to share resources is very challenging. The
datacenter operator must enforce isolation among different applications, which can be
the limiting factor as HPC clusters usually have more restrictions and are less scalable

than cloud clusters and normal distributed and cloud-aware platforms and applications.
In addition, the rate of additional failures that a DI scheduler may experience should be
studied, as interference may happen more frequently as HPC jobs are more sensitive to
disturbances. An additional problem may rise while sampling resource usage metrics:
performance degradation. Depending on the frequency of sampling application performance could degrade, though Perf is very lightweight: all of our experiments generated
ten’s of megabytes of data. To protect the performance of HPC jobs, the amount of
data gathered should be reduced by finding an optimal rate of sampling over time, or
by controlling it in order to not hurt HPC jobs Service Level Objectives (SLOs) and
constraints.
As shown in the evaluation, our approach is most beneficial for scientific workflows.
These jobs are composed of sets of different jobs with different patterns of resource
requirements and utilization per job submission. However, workflows require domain
knowledge and good understanding of hardware optimization to run efficiently in
various HPC clusters, since it is the common scenario among research centers. We
believe these kinds of jobs are interesting targets for hybrid resource managers in
future developments, in particular when it comes to leveraging the characteristics of
workflows and adaptive jobs to improve scheduler and cluster utilization. From the
application users’ point of view, our architecture can be run as normal user. The
authors have actually set the architecture up in two large-scale HPC centers, but
restrictions to enabling cgroup controls do not allow key architectural features to be
evaluated. On this point, once users has access to cgroup namespace control, they can
run multiple workflows over the resource she owns, controlling them as needed.This
has the advantage of reducing operator burden for supporting a higher number of job
queues, as it is the case in the cluster-wide scenario. Although the proposed architecture
is being used to improve overall cluster utilization and unlike more robust and industry
deployed resource managers such as Kubernetes, these characteristics show that the
hybrid architecture can be deployed in the userspace. As such, its advantages and
flexibility can also be validated from different user perspectives. Finally, we focused
on implementing the architecture components by using a simple and scalable statistical
model for the IE. However, as future work we propose to infer more sophisticated
probability distributions by monitoring each job performance overtime, which would
help with performance variability. This can be important for scientific experiments
that rely on predictable hardware performance. Thus, future studies should analyze the
impact our solution would have on such (performance wise) sensitive workloads.

6

Conclusions

The fast growing interest on datacenter management from both public and industry
together with the rapid expansion in scale and complexity of infrastructure and the
services being provided on them have made monitoring, profiling, controlling, and
provisioning compute resources dynamically at runtime into a challenging task. As
Data Intensive applications resource needs grows, HPC’s optimized premises offer
promising and powerful capabilities. In this paper we have proposed a way to enable

DI jobs to not only share the same resources with HPC jobs, but to efficiently identify
spare resources and throttle their availability. Our work enables running jobs with
completely different performance requirements in the same cluster while not disturbing
higher priority jobs, in this case HPC jobs that require predictable allocations and are
not fault tolerant in general. We believe further studies are required in this area, for
instance to understand how long the IE model needs to keep historical data in order
to address jobs with highly dynamic changing behaviors. Even though our current
BLB model is scalable, another future direction would be to try to run it completely
distributed in local nodes of the cluster without a need for a central IE. This way we can
detect outliers such as interference faster and with much lower overhead. Additionally,
we have chosen some constants in our model, e.g., the confidence. Another area of
future work is a more general approach where an estimation of the best confidence that
works per job is estimated and used for cluster scheduling.
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